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Non-linear Transformer Modeling and Simulation

W.E. Archer,M.F. Deveney,R.L. Nagel
Sandia National Laboratories

PO Box 5800

Albuquerque,NM 87185-0523

Abstract-Transformers models for simulation with characteri_cs, the conductivity of the core materials, and
Pspice and Analogy's Saber are being developed using the core col_guration, e.g. laminations.
experimental B-H Loop and network analyzer II. B-H Loop DATA
measurements. The models are evaluated for accuracy
and convergence using several test circuits. Remits are A. Measurement

presented which demonstrate the effects on circuit We used an OS WalkerHysteresis system, AMH-400,
performance from magnetic core losses, eddy currents, to extract the B-H loop data. We measuredthe B-H Loops
and mechanical stress on the magnetic cores, at frequencies from 60 Hz to 200 kHz using sine and

I. IWmODUCTION squarewave. All of the cores were ferrite materials. We
had one encapsulated gapped core which had a linear

Several transformers,of two differenttypes, are in the characteristic with some hysteresis, one pot core with no
process of being modeled for use in two different circuit gap which was unencapsulated,and one toroid that was
simulators, PSpice and Saber. These simulators were encapsulated.
selectedbecause they arecapableofsimulating non-linear
magnetics and hysteresis. The two types of components The most interesting effects are shown in Figure I for
being modeled are: pulse transformers which have the pulse transformer with the toroidal core that was
toroidal encapsulated cores and power transformers with encapsulated. The B-H Loop for Magnetics Inc. core,
pot ferrite unencapsulatedcores. It should be noted that R40603, which was encapsulated for this part, is quite
Sandia applications often requireencapsulating the cores differentfromthe unencapsulatedone. The basic shape of
which is not standard industry practice. The the B-H Loop for both parts has been modified, and each
encapsulating material, when cured, produces stress on of the two parts have different saturationvalues. Since
the core. we only have data on two encapsulated parts, and no

physical measurements were made on the cores before
For transformers with gappedcores, a linear model is they were encapsulated, we can only speculate on the

usually sufficient when the cores are not driven into reasons for the different saturationvalues between the 2
saturation, however, a non-linear model is required for samples. There shouldbe no difference in the saturation
encapsulated parts with gapped cores to simulate the
actual permeability. The stresses on the core can change
the gap and the intrinsic material permeability. The effect -_-,-r-,-_,--,-_-.,.-_-,-,-.-,-F,-.• ...... ,- .... ,.o
of stresson permeability is discussed in references 1 & 8. St_d co,,,>_ ..... ,..
For encapsulated ungapped cores that are driven into _ °.°

saturation, a non-linear model is necessary for accuracy I/_s_md_°'° ..osince the slope of the B-H Loop changes substantially. ,.o _.t_.

The meamu_ B-H Loops for unencapsulated °.o

transformers are generally sufficiently close to published u.,.o.._ _o_>_l ":""° _

and supplier data that one can use this information to __] i o

extract core parameter values. Passive components are "°
added to the circuit to simulate parasitic effects, -,.0
(capacitive coupling,leakage inductance, and winding ....
losses) at higher frequencies. The frequencies that require .................. , ......... -,.o
the parasitic components depend primarily on the """ -"° "°'" 0"° °'" "0 ""
transformer geometries. The primary and secondary coil _ co,_,t.o.) ....

proximity and geometryare very significant. The effects FigureI. B-H loops for three different cores, 2 encapsulated (stressed) and
of core eddy currents depends on the core material one unencapsulated.
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values. There could be variations in the core cross
sectional areas which would make our plotted results look ......................................Z:..?.7....T.'.?.'._:.'_'...........................................

different, since we inputted this parameter into the i

hysteresissystem.. ''i .... ,/ i_il "

For the unencapsulated power transformer core, i
FerroxcubeCore, Part No. 1811PL00-3B7, the B-H Loop 'i ......
data for a bare core and the actual part are almost
identical as shown in Figure 2. The width of the B-H ...._ .... i
Loops, i.e., the apparentcoercive force does increase for i .
higher frequencies. Little difference was seen for square

-I.R ................ _ ............... , ............... ., .............................................

wv:¢es _:rsus sine waves for driving the B-H Loops, -"-.._ ...........
Figure 3. "....

B. T'arameter Extraction Figure4. PSpicesimulationof B-H loop.

Both simulators non-linear core models are based on

,_heJii_-Atherton model. Reference3 goes into some detail on how to match measured data with the Jiles-
Atherton model. The model can simulate many

_ unencapsulated cores very well, however, the model
..... cannot be adjusted to match actual B-H Loop for the

•.. encapsulated toroidal part that we have with the pulse
... transformer.A piece-wise linear approximation to the B-

, H Loop is possible with the SABER simulator, but has

"" | not been tried as of yet. For the power transformera
... _ simulation of the B-H loop is shown in Figure 4.
.... _® PSpice usesan additionalparameter,Gamma,to handle

core loss, which increases the apparent coercive force.

"" Use of the Gammaparameterwill cause the loop to widen
-"" as frequencyis increased.

-,..,-,., -,., ._.. -,.o ..;" ",'.o"','.;"J.'.;_,% ,°.f"" IlL SIMULATION
H (Oer'stvds}

A. Accuracy
Figure2. B-Hloopsforuneneat_ulatedpowertransformercoresbefore

andalterwinding Figure 5 shows an oscillator circuitwhich has a center
tapped transformer with two primaries and two
secondaries. Figure 6 shows the operating region of the
core B-H Loop for this circuit. Figure 7 shows the

- simulation results compared to actual data. The PSpice

simulatorgives reasonably accurateresults.
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Figure 3. B-H loops meamu_ withbothsinesquarewave drive. ,o_ ,.

Figure5. BlockingoscillatorcircuitforPSpicesimulation.
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However, one problem is apparent. There is a start up Figure 8 shows the transformer from the circuit of
problem with the PSpice simulator.It does not allow the Figure 5 with parasitic parameters,added. The parasitic
core to start from a residual value. Therefore, one must parameters were measured with a HP4194 Impedance
disregard the first pulse unless the core starts from a Analyzer.The coupling capacitanceswere measuredat 10
demagnetized state, kHz, which is close to the frequencyof operation. Figure

- 9 shows a histogram which shows the effects of variations
(manufacturingpermutations like the spacing within and

,.-+..................................................................................................between the primary and secondary coils) in these

,i ! i _.-_ : parasitic parameters on the pulse amplitude. The

"i " .... i_i ' " i i .... ! ' " " ) " " ' i parameterswere allowed to have a 100%deviation in the

..... . : : . . . : . . . : . . . : . . . : . . i Monte Carlo simulation. The simulator can also look at
these effects on pulse height, frequency, rise time, etc.

:.,i • : ' ' : • • : ' ' ' : ...... ! ' ' " The effects of winding eddy currents, more commonly
i : : : : : : i called "skin effect" and "proximity effect", are neglected

sJ, .................... }

: : : : : • i since the circuit frequency is about 10 kHz, and small
.,., ........... : . • • : . • • : wire gauges are used. If the capacitive coupling became

. too large (approximately2 ordersof magnitude higher),....

-'.-::.-_---_._......;.............;............."+ r, ..... , then the circuit wave forms are like those shown in
"'" Figure 10. Estimates of the capacitive coupling can be

calculated for new designs using formula given in
Figure6. SimulationoftheportionoftheB-Hloopoverwhichthecircuit references5 and 6. The parameters thatcan be varied in

ofFigure5willopera. _ the Monte Carlo simulation are limited in PSpiceto
resistors,
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Figure7. Comparisonofsimulatedandmeasuredoutputvoltageforthe Figure9. Histogramofmcillatoroutputamplitudewithvariationsin
circuitofFigure5. (a)simulated(b)measured parasiticparametervalues.
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Figure 12. Circuitforsimulatingthe curves ofFigure 11.

Figure10.Oaciilatoroutputwithvaryingcouplingoapacitance. (ABSTOL, VNTOL, & RELTOL) in order to obtain
convergence. The first two should be set to approximately

capacitors, inductors,etc. With SABER one can also look .1% of the maximum value expected during simulation,
at the effects of B-H Loop variations. This is useful, since while RELTOLis set to .005 or higher. Also in PSpice,
cote propertiescan havefairly large variations in coercive for transient solutions one can control the number of
force, permeabilities, etc. iterations at a given time interval, reference 7. For the

Figure 11 shows the effect of the Gammaparameter,in power transformercircuit, a study was done to examine
the effects of this parameter.Fifty MonteCarlo runs werePSpice, when the operatingfrequency is changed. A very

simple test circuit, Figure 12, was used for this test. made varying the parasitic parameters. Using the default
While the model is predicting a widening of the loop with number for iterations ITL4=10, 16 of the solutions did
frequency,the effect on the highest test frequency is not not converge. By increasing ITLA to 40, only 6 did not
realistic. Exceedingly long run times were initially converge. Increasing ITL4 to 400 provided convergence
experienced, but these were drastically reduced by for all 50 Monte Carlo runs and did not increase the run
beginn/ng with a non-zerocurrentin the primary, time. It was also usually necessary to set a maximum

time step size.
One drawbackof the model in its present form, is the

lack of temperaturevariation. Separatesets of parameter For the higher frequency simulation with the test
values mustbe used to simulatedifferent temperatures, circuits (50 - 200 kHz), Saber allows additional

parametersto correct the B-H Loop for eddy currents and
B. Convergence core losses. For example, this will show the effect of

Convergence is a troublesomeproblemwith PSpice for applying a single square wave pulse for a pulse
transformerswith significantlosses and highly non-linear transformer. The higher frequency components will
B-Hshapes. Saberisexpectedtoimproveconvergencefor produce eddy current effects in the core of the
these conditions, transformer. WithPSpice, one has to select the frequency

of operation and use the corresponding B-H Loop. A
The test circuits used for simulation comparisons simple way to simulate core losses in PSpice is to add a

requiredmodification of convergence criteria resistor in parallel with the primary coil, as was done in
the Monte Carlo simulations. Another way is to add the

"_"_ _ _" _ "_ Gamma parameter;this increases the apparenthysteresis
of the B-H Loop which can simulate eddy current losses.

"".0-7.-"..-_ The Saber approach can improve the accuracy for

//..,_:/L.'//..///_ simulation of circuit with higher frequency compenents_"_ ""i because one doesnot need to select a single frequency.
, , :t •./ .'"//('w "_/" ' IV. CONCLUSION

f" ......' _'/' Nonlinear transformers models require measured core
data for accurate simulation. The effects of stress can

,B,,,,,_ substantiallychange the B-H Loops for ferrite cores and
I-,=,_,. ..... ,-_., .... ,-I,,.,I encapsulated cores with gaps. These effects have to be

Figure 11. Change insimulatcdhystercsiscurvewithincreuingfroquency, built into the B-H Loop that is used by the circuit
simulators. Accurate modeling of these stress effects is
not always possible with the standard Jiles-Atherton
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Model. The equationsused for this model do not allow for
accurate representation for stressed components.
However,the errorsintroducedbecause of inaccurateB-H
Loops are hard to estimate without accurate simulation.
Both simulators, PSpice and SABER, provide accurate
results for the low frequency oscillator circuit that was
modeled. However for higher frequency simulations,
additional parasitic parameters must be added for
accurate simulation with PSpice. The SABER simulator
has built in modeling capability for core losses and eddy
current effects, but one does need to add passive
componentsto simulate coil coupling effects.
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